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I will discuss biodiversity and I will discuss agriculture, but I cannot avoid going
into social matters, into cultural matters. Let me begin with a brief background to
the great debate. All participants in this conference are participants also in the
discussion of world-food problems and we should feel privileged to be involved
in this historic debate. A technology boost is coming to biology, and, in turn,
biology will be the source of the biggest technology advancement that human-
kind has ever gone through. Hence biology has lost its innocence, and we need to
understand the background.

GENETIC SYMPHONY

Many still have no idea where we should be headed. William Reese gave us a
brilliant example of rethinking knowledge-based agriculture. The complexity of
genomics research is recognized. Although the interrelationships among chromo-
somes are known to be complex, even with Arabidopsis—one of the
best-characterized genomes—we are far from understanding what is going on at
the gene level. We are all painfully aware of the rapid growth in knowledge; it is
accumulating at such a speed that it is likely that no one in this room would claim
to be able to stay abreast of developments even in her/his own field.

Each genome is extremely complex. Genes should not be viewed singly, in iso-
lation, but rather as a concept, working together in a fantastic symphony. By
understanding how genes interrelate, the possibilities for progress will be immea-
surable; we will move beyond the current phase of single-gene-altered
crops—paleogenetics, as I call it—with insect-resistance and herbicide tolerance.
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RISK PERSPECTIVE

We live in a risk-averse society; although human longevity is increasing, para-
doxically many people believe they live under increasing risk. We should view
this aspect from a historical perspective. The introduction of coffee in London
met with stiff resistance. Women’s petitions attempted abolishment of coffee shops
on the grounds that it caused impotence in their spouses. Pope Clement VIII
(1593–1605) took a different tack: “Why this Satan’s drink is so delicious…it
would be a pity for the [sinners] to have exclusive use of it. We shall fool Satan by
baptizing it and making it a truly Christian beverage.” Thus, ideology was brought
to bear. During the great coffee debate the notion of systemic or substantial equiva-
lence was fielded. There was much discussion in that regard, and we now know
that coffee contains at least sixteen carcinogens. It would have no chance of being
approved as a new beverage today, which illustrates a modern-day schizophrenia
about risk. The Greens demand a ban on the release of genetically engineered
organisms, because they maintain there is no proof that they are safe, yet they
promote the use of cannabis. Joking aside, there is a serious problem here. It is
not unreasonable to be concerned over the genetic engineering of plants. Those
without anxiety are the fools in my eyes.

We live in a risk-averse society; although human longevity

is increasing, paradoxically many people believe they live

under increasing risk.

PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH/PRINCIPLE

Part of the complexity of the debate results from the use of the precautionary
approach in legislation. Precautionary “principle” is inappropriate terminology
resulting from poor translation  within the European Union. Consultation of the
original text reveals that it is an “approach.”

Linear planning processes are insufficient in this debate. A systems approach is
needed. We also need to take a step back to gain perspective in this debate. One of
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the foremost principles I would make clear is the symmetry of ignorance. As stated
already in this conference, as long as scientists try to explain the world with sci-
entific facts alone, we will encounter more and more difficulties; it’s a clash between
post-modernism and modernism. I have insufficient time to go into the elements
of the systems approach, but we know that this is not functioning today. Look at
US corporate entities: they cannot understand why Europeans refuse their soy-
beans. Scientists working at the bench often feel little social responsibility for
what they do and feel no obligation to debate the issues with the public.

Ammann

MANIPULATION OF EVOLUTION

Let us go to the heart of the matter: with respect to biodiversity, we should ad-
dress the argument of the manipulation of evolution rationally and realistically. It
does not seem to be generally understood that pollen drift did not begin with the
engineering of transgenes. But, because non-containment of transgenes is now an
issue, it is likely that the next generation of transgenic plants will not result from
complex manipulations for drought resistance, for example—which will take 5 to
10 years—but with non-alien genes. Useful traits will be taken from progenitor
landraces and restored to modern cultivars of the same species. If you think that
genes are being transferred for the first time across hybridization barriers, you
would be wrong; it has been done for years with protoplast technologies. And if
you think that we did not manipulate genomes artificially before genetic engi-
neering you would also be dead wrong. Everyone fond of Italian food has eaten
spaghetti produced by gamma-irradiation of the whole genome of wheat. This is
“Frankenstein”—if you ask me—but it is not genetic engineering. It has been
used hundreds of times to produce superior cultivars. The FAO Web-site shows a
list of over 500 cultivars produced by gamma irradiation. Yet, although we don’t
know what we have done to these genomes, we eat the products without reserva-
tion. In fact, not even a red nose has resulted.

There is a common misperception that Golden Rice™ is uniquely artificial; in
fact, the parent cultivars of Golden Rice™ were already artificial. Figure 1 was
provided by Ingo Potrykus; each “@” sign indicates a breeding event in the pedi-
gree, the result of each of which is totally unpredictable. If safety rules for transgenic
crops were applicable, a hundred years of probation and safety tests would be
needed. Although the normal process of breeding and selection involves many
unpredictable steps, fortunately, pragmatism has prevailed.

Everyone fond of Italian food has eaten spaghetti

produced by gamma-irradiation of the whole genome
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One-sided views are inappropriate in this great debate. For instance, when
Charles Benbrook claimed that more pesticides are used with transgenic crops he
mad two mistakes. First he followed the rule that you should believe only the
statistics you have falsified yourself; it has been shown that his figures are 20%
too high. The bases of all statistics should be examined carefully. Second, he failed
to take toxicity as the critical parameter. Toxicity is reduced in conjunction with
Roundup Ready® cultivars. Even if it’s from Monsanto it is less toxic, I’m sorry.

In the monarch butterfly case it was shown that no differences exist between Bt
and non-Bt maize fields. If I were a non-target insect, I would prefer to visit a Bt
field because there would less likelihood of being showered with pesticide. But,
to be honest, I would most prefer to vacation with an organic farmer.

One-sided views are inappropriate in this great debate.

Figure 1. The pedigree of rice cultivar IR 64.

That Bt is toxic to certain classic non-target insects is a myth. In a 2004 publi-
cation Romeis et al. came to the conclusion that the classic studies of Hilbeck et
al. (1998) were done with the wrong insects (half dead), with the wrong concen-
trations and with the wrong statistics. We should be careful in interpreting the
scientific literature.
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Mutually contradictory data have been published in peer-reviewed journals from
a number of studies on maize pollen deposition on leaves. This is not to suggest
that such experiments on pollen deposition have been done with the wrong meth-
ods, but the data have demonstrated regional and seasonal differences; sometimes
firm conclusions are impossible from so-called exact scientific results. Care in
interpretation is needed. Dr. Reese made that very clear in his discussion of eco-
systems.

Ammann

GENE FLOW

Gene flow is not new; it’s an important component of evolution. Careful attempts
to measure pollen drift have yielded highly variable data from cultivar to cultivar
and from year to year. In Switzerland we have developed, together with Dutch
groups, a method of deriving data from hybrids in herbaria, which is a curious
approach for bench workers. We used a statistical approach—I won’t dwell on the
morphometrics and numerical taxonomy—to quantify gene flow to wild relatives
of nineteen crops in Switzerland: we found no problem with barley, wheat, rye,
potato, clover, maize, but we did identify problems with alfalfa and its wild rela-
tives and the grasses of course; and I would like to put lettuce and carrot behind
bars! These data, accumulated over many decades, show that seed-producing
hybrids are possible. This is agriculturally relevant and more important than
producing hybrids by embryo rescue. These findings will soon be reflected in
Swiss law.

Apomixis—development of seeds without pollination—offers the most effec-
tive means of precluding gene flow. Although some 10% of the wild flora have
this capability, its reliable induction in crop plants is proving to be difficult.

NEED FOR VISION

We need knowledge-based agriculture and you at the University of Guelph are
making significant contributions in this regard, and I am glad to have been invited

Gene flow is not new; it’s an important component
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here. I am impressed by your publications record and all the things you are doing
here. But we also need vision. As already stated, we need to seriously consider
organic farming strategies. A 21-year trial in Switzerland—comparing organic and
conventional farming systems—revealed 30% to 40% more earthworm biomass
and 50% to 80% higher earthworm density in the former. Clearly, positive effects
of organic strategies on soil fertility merit attention. Organic farming should not
be the brunt of jokes. (On the other hand, insect-resistant potato would be a
wonderful thing to have.)

People in other countries must be free to decide which technologies they wish
to adopt and adapt. Progress is not always defined in terms of new technologies.
Local traditions are important and we should refrain from corporate and eco-
imperialism. Neither should we joke about the precautionary principle: we should
develop it as a systems approach, a discursive approach, an open-minded ap-
proach. I have debated Buddhists, Zen Buddhists, abbots of Catholic monasteries
and Amish farmers, and, in my experience, spirituality goes hand-in-hand with
open-mindedness and genuine curiosity. After a 2-hour discussion with Amish
farmers, they agreed to plant transgenic crops; Monsanto happily supplied the
seed. They tried them out and have adopted them. My best such encounter was
with a noble and dignified teacher of the Dalai Lama when he was en route to
Hollywood for the premier of Seven Years in Tibet; we had a wonderful discussion.
Three world views need to be taken into account:

• through the eye of the flesh—the level at which scientists generate data;

• through the eye of the intellect—the more intelligent scientists view their
work in context and ask themselves, “What am I doing here?”;

• through the eye of the spirit—which cannot be intellectualized, but must
be felt and practiced.

I believe that a “lacuna” exists in our society, illustrated by the fact that organo-
transgenic crops—combining the potential of precision-biotechnology with organic
approaches—should be our target. Data generated for length of time of quail chicks
to satisfy daily nutritional requirements showed that they foraged for 4.2 hours
under no-till herbicide-tolerant soybean whereas they had to forage for 22 hours
per day in conventionally tilled soybean fields. Clearly, ecology and herbicide
tolerance can be positively correlated.
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We humans live on a finite planet. Yet, our numbers have been increasing expo-
nentially for thousands of years and continue to do so. At the turn of the century
we numbered over 6 billion (United Nations, 1999). During the early 1980s, the
human ecological footprint (Wackernagel and Rees, 1996) surpassed Earth’s ca-
pacity to maintain our current lifestyles and, by the end of the twentieth century,
it was estimated that it had exceeded the bio-capacity of the planet by some 20%
(Rees, 2002; WWF, 2002; Wackernagel et al., 1999; 2002a, b). In short, we now
require more than 1.2 planet Earths to support present conditions. By 2050, the
United Nations predicts that the human population will have increased to about 9
billion (United Nations, 2003).

The problems facing the planet—or, more precisely, the human species—are
well documented and have been discussed in previous National Agricultural Bio-
technology Council (NABC) Reports (e.g. Kirschenmann, 2003). As the global
human population grows, resources (especially non-renewable) continue to be
depleted and the environment becomes increasingly degraded (e.g. Meadows et
al., 2004). Our unsustainable practices include the clearing of forests (Pimm,
2001), the loss of productive soils (Chesworth, 2004; Jackson, 2004), and the
overexploitation of fisheries (FAO, 2002a; Pauly et al., 2002), all of which con-
tribute to the on-going loss of biodiversity that some have characterized as the
“sixth extinction” (Leakey and Lewin, 1996; Eldredge, 2001; Ward, 2004). In
addition, we are interfering with fundamental evolutionary processes through the
exploitation of natural resources (e.g. selective hunting, such as trophy hunting,
fishing, and forestry), the introduction of exotic, alien, or non-native species,
and, most recently, through the production and release of genetically modified
(GM) organisms into the environment (S.J. Holt, pers. comm.). We are also de-
pleting reserves of oil and natural gas (P. Roberts, 2004), increasing greenhouse-gas
emissions and contributing to global climate change (IPCC, 2001). Superimposed
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on all these realities is the growing social inequity and economic disparity be-
tween the North and South, the so-called developed and developing worlds,
respectively (e.g. Elliott, 2001). Of particular relevance is the fact that millions of
people (some say billions), most of whom live in the developing world, are going
hungry and suffer from malnutrition (e.g. Mittal, 2000; Pimentel, 2004).

In this symposium, we have been asked to consider the prospects for reducing
the agricultural eco-footprint. In order to attempt that, I will first try to place
agriculture into a broader global ecological context. I will then consider the “prob-
lem” of feeding the world’s hungry, including possible roles for agricultural
biotechnology. Finally, I will examine the prospects for reducing the agricultural
eco-footprint, given our evolutionary legacy as Darwinian animals. I will end on a
note of optimism: that humans really can change the current situation, if there is
the collective will to do so.

AGRICULTURE AND THE FIRST “LAW” OF ECOLOGY

If there are “laws” in ecology, one would be that “everything is connected to ev-
erything else” (Commoner, 1971). Agriculture is a case in point (Figure 1). Human

Figure 1. Commoner’s first law of ecology: “Everything is connected to
everything else” (Commoner, 1971).
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animals have practiced it for some 10,000 years; it obviously has effects on both
non-human animals and plants that collectively constitute what these days we
call biodiversity. Agriculture also affects the quality and quantity of soil and the
quality and availability of water (Pearce, 2004) and, in recent decades, it has used
increasing amounts of “fossil sunlight,” including oil and natural gas, to maintain
soil fertility and to increase food production. The latter results in the release of
increasing amounts of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere, adding to the accumu-
lation of greenhouse gases, which are thought to be contributing to climate change
on a global scale.

Lavigne

Given the problems associated with the human condition outlined in the intro-
duction and reiterated in relation to agriculture in the preceding paragraph, we
have at least two options. We can deny that there are problems, following the
examples of the late Julian Simon (e.g. 1992) and his modern disciple, Bjorn
Lomborg (2001; EAI, 2002). Alternatively, we can accept that there are problems
and look for potential solutions. I will deal only with the latter alternative.

ONE PUTATIVE SOLUTION

One suggested “solution,” widely embraced and promoted since 1987, is the con-
cept of “sustainable development.” Formally introduced in the 1980 World
Conservation Strategy produced by the International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), in conjunction with the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), it was
brought to the public consciousness by the 1987 report of The World Commis-
sion on Environment and Development (WCED), entitled Our Common Future.
(This widely cited and influential document is commonly referred to as the
Brundtland Report after its chair, Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, the former prime
minister of Norway.) The WCED report was followed by a second—almost for-
gotten—world conservation strategy, Caring for the Earth (IUCN, 1991), which
attempted to insert the ideas of sustainable development back into a conservation
agenda (Robinson and Redford, 2004). But what Caring for the Earth really did
was to subsume “conservation under the development agenda and [confuse] the
distinct goals of conservation and development” (Robinson and Redford, 2004;
Robinson, 1993).

The WCED (1987) defined sustainable development as “development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs” (p. 8). This definition has been criticized not only be-
cause it is circular (development defined in terms of development), but also because

We can accept that there are problems and look for
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it does not specify precisely what it is that needs to be sustained (e.g. Lavigne,
2002). Some commentators, like Robinson (2002), regard the lack of a precise
definition as a virtue, termed “constructive ambiguity.” Being vague and ambigu-
ous allows so-called “stakeholders” with very different values and objectives to sit
at the same table and come to some “agreement” about “sustainable develop-
ment.” The fact that each participant interprets the words quite differently and
has quite different—and, often, diametrically opposed—views on what needs to
be done really doesn’t seem to matter.

Among many others, I take quite a different view, agreeing with those, like
Chesworth et al. (2001), who characterize sustainable development as the oxy-
moron of the latter twentieth and early twenty-first centuries (Lavigne, 2002).
Unlike Robinson (2002), I do not see the ambiguity implicit in the term sustain-
able development to be constructive in any redeeming way. Rather, I argue that
the vagueness of the term actually facilitates something called “deceptive ambi-
guity” (Lavigne, 2002). To my mind, sustainable development is actually part of a
“conspiracy”—in the words of my colleague Sidney Holt—“devised to maintain
capitalism as the only and permanent economic system,” and to allow the devel-
oped world to maintain and increase the size of its ecological footprint at the
continuing expense of the developing world (Lavigne, 2002). Viewed in this light,
sustainable development really is “a new world deception,” something that Willers
(1994) recognized and described rather early in the game (for a detailed critique
of the concept, see Beder, 1996).

If such a view seems overly harsh, consider what has happened in the world,
post-Brundtland. We have managed largely to sustain economic growth in the
developing world. Meanwhile, according to the World Bank, the gap between rich
and poor nations has widened to the point that 20% of the world’s population
now controls 80% of the wealth (Elliott, 2001). Furthermore, somewhere between
800 million (Mittal, 2000; http://www.monsantoafrica.com) and 3 billion
(Pimentel, 2004) people remain hungry and malnourished. After the 2002 United
Nations conference on environment and development in Johannesburg, one ob-
server went as far as to suggest that “sustainable development is dead” (Bruno
2002). Nonetheless, many world leaders, among others, continue to promote it as
the solution to the world’s ills (Lavigne, 2002).

With this as background, let’s move on to the topic at hand: agriculture’s contri-
bution to the current state of the human condition, and how we might reduce the
size of the agricultural eco-footprint.

THE NATURE OF AGRICULTURE

Non-agricultural scientists often view agriculture quite differently from many who
work in the field. Niles Eldredge (2001)—an evolutionary biologist, best known
perhaps for his work with Stephen J. Gould on punctuated equilibria (Eldredge
and Gould, 1972)—suggested, for example, that “agriculture represents the single
most profound ecological change in the entire 3.5 billion-year history of life.”
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While Eldredge’s claim may be open to debate (but, see Ward, 2004), Wes
Jackson’s (2004) more modest claim that “our farming has never been sustain-
able” is difficult to refute. Jackson, a geneticist by training, argues that our
agriculture, based as it is on annual crops, is an historical accident that replaces
natural ecosystems with monocultures, contributes to the on-going loss of
biodiversity, reduces soil fertility, leads to soil erosion, and promotes environ-
mental contamination through the application of human-made pesticides,
fungicides, and herbicides. According to Jackson, some 38% of the world’s agri-
cultural soils are now degraded. The logical extension of his argument appears in
a commentary by Ward Chesworth (2002), a geochemist: “The fact that we have
not yet invented a truly sustainable agricultural system means that we have not
yet achieved a truly sustainable civilization.”

The solutions to the problems described above are not trivial, but they do seem
quite obvious. We must limit our numbers or nature will impose its limits on our
quality of life, our numbers, or our very existence as a species. We must also
reduce our consumption of the biosphere (especially those of us in the developed
world) and thereby reduce the size of the human ecological footprint, including,
of course, the agricultural eco-footprint.

A dilemma (noted previously) is that the human population continues to grow,
especially in the developing world. So, can we even contemplate feeding the world’s
hungry without increasing further the size of the agricultural eco-footprint?

1On a visit to Ireland following NABC 16, I learned that such occurrences are nothing new. During
the Irish potato famine of the mid-1800s—when millions starved to death or were forced to emi-
grate—Ireland exported food (O’Grada, 1993; Woodham-Smith, 1991).

Lavigne

FEEDING THE WORLD’S HUNGRY

Not being a specialist in agriculture, I did some research on the Internet to see
what ideas had been put forward for solving the problem of feeding the world’s
hungry. According to the non-governmental organization, the FoodFirst Institute
for Food and Development Policy, food production is actually not the problem
per se; we already produce enough food to feed the world’s 6 billion inhabitants
(Mittal, 2000). In fact, 78% of countries reporting child malnutrition actually
export food. The “food shortage” problem is actually one of distribution and
affordability1.

Mittal’s claims were substantiated in a report from the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO, 2002b): there is not only enough food
for the present, but for the future as well. And, of particular relevance to an NABC

The “food shortage” problem is actually one of

distribution and affordability.
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symposium, there is enough food without GM crops. (Indeed, GM crops, live-
stock, and fish were omitted from the FAO analysis due to ambiguities over
long-term promise, safety and consumer acceptance.) According to the FAO, pov-
erty and poor food distribution will continue to limit access to food in some
countries for the foreseeable future (also see Union of Concerned Scientists, 2000).

Contrary views are also to be found. According to Hassan Adamu—at the time,
the Nigerian Minister of Agricultural and Rural Development—agricultural bio-
technology holds great promise for areas of the world like Africa where poverty
and poor growing conditions make farming difficult: “GM food could almost lit-
erally weed out poverty” in Africa and “without the help of biotechnology, many
people will not live” (Adamu, 2000).

And, according to Monsanto (http:// www.monsantoafrica.com), agricultural
biotechnology can increase crop yields, provide more nutritious foods, and re-
duce costs to farmers, in an environmentally sustainable manner. The corporation
goes on to say that the biotechnology revolution must not bypass Africa (as did
the Green Revolution of the 1960s and 1970s; Manning, 2004a). In light of my
earlier comments, it was interesting to note that “Monsanto welcomes the oppor-
tunity to be a partner for progress, working toward the sustainable development of
farmers in Africa and across the world” (emphasis added).

A more recent report from FAO (2004) seems to reveal a change in perspective
from that offered in 2000. By 2004, FAO was of the view that biotechnology holds
great promise for agriculture in developing countries. But its newly found enthu-
siasm for GM crops was tempered with several caveats. Poor farmers, FAO noted,
can benefit only from the products of biotechnology if they “have access to them
on profitable terms.” (Again, we have an example of the distribution and
affordability problems mentioned earlier.) These conditions, the report contin-
ues, are being met only in a handful of developing countries. The report also
notes that the basic cash crops of the poor—cassava, potato, rice and wheat—
actually receive little attention from practitioners of agricultural biotechnology in
the developed world. This is, of course, entirely consistent with the assessment of
sustainable development above.

The differing opinions outlined above notwithstanding, the fact is that we con-
tinue to look to increasing agricultural production as the means for reducing both
hunger and poverty around the globe (e.g. ADM, 2004; Watson and Mcintyre,

Biotechnology holds great promise for agriculture in
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2004), and for accommodating the expected increase in the size of the human
population over the coming decades. As in the past (Donald, 2004; P. Roberts,
2004), increases in agricultural production can be achieved in two ways: we can
increase the area of land planted (e.g. Meadows et al., 2004) or we can—in theory
at least—increase the yield achieved per unit area (e.g. Donald, 2004; Meadows et
al., 2004).

If we take the first approach, we must clear more forests, especially in the de-
veloping world, thereby exacerbating the depletion of wildlife (as in the on-going
bushmeat crisis in Africa and Latin America; Robinson and Bennett, 2000). By
2050, Tilman et al. (2001) estimate that 109 ha of land may be cleared for cultiva-
tion in the developing world, particularly Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa.
This is an area approximately equal to that of all of the remaining tropical forests
(Mayaux et al. 1998). In addition to the concomitant loss of biodiversity—tropi-
cal forests are characterized by high species diversity (Donald, 2004)—forest
clearance by burning already accounts for about 25% of the total CO

2 
emissions,

making it a major contributor to global climate change (Newmark, 1998).
The second approach, continuing to intensify production—to the extent that

further increases are even possible (Meadows et al., 2004)—will require ever-
increasing inputs of energy. Remember the second law of thermodynamics (Rees
2004) and Barry Commoner’s (1971) reminder, reiterated by Garrett Hardin (1977):
“there is no such thing as a free lunch.” For every calorie of food produced by
intensive agriculture, we already invest ten or more calories of energy (Jones,
2003), much of it in the form of fossil fuels (Manning, 2004a, b). And we are
rapidly running out of fossil fuels (P. Roberts, 2004).

Further, if GM plants and animals continue to be part of the equation, then any
increases in the productivity of intensive agricultural systems will be accompa-
nied by the introduction of truly alien species into the environment. Noting that
“naturally occurring” introduced, non-native species already represent one of the
major threats to endemic species (e.g. Groombridge, 1992; Simberloff, 2000), one
can only begin to speculate on the potential impacts of GM organisms on natural
biodiversity in the years to come.

Regardless of any anticipated benefits from biotechnology, such as the reduced
use of fertilizers and environmentally contaminating chemicals, increasing pro-
duction in an agriculture based on annual crops (whether assisted by biotechnology
or not) seems destined to increase, rather than decrease, the size of the agricul-
tural eco-footprint (Jackson, 2004). That may even be the not-so-hidden objective,
if we may take literally the promotional materials of one prominent agricultural
biotechnology company (ADM, 2004). In the center of one page, there is a globe,
oriented—tellingly—to feature the United States. Superimposed over the planet
in white lettering are the words, “What if we looked at the world as one giant farm
field?” Now that really is increasing the size of the agricultural eco-footprint. At
the bottom of the advertisement are the alarming (to an ecologist, at least) words:
“The Nature of What’s to Come.”

Lavigne
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REDUCING THE SIZE OF THE AGRICULTURAL ECO-FOOTPRINT

The promotional material referred to in the preceding paragraph also tells us,
“Nature has answers” and asks the question, “Is anyone listening?” It is Wes
Jackson’s (2004) view, in fact, that nature does have some answers. But the an-
swers he is referring to are quite different from those implied in the ADM materials.
I suspect, however, that he too would ask whether anyone is really listening.

Jackson (2004) argues that we can make agriculture sustainable only by apply-
ing ecological principles. We must, he says, reverse the accident of history and
develop an agriculture based on perennials and dependent solely on contempo-
rary sunlight (as opposed to fossil fuels). It might even use agricultural
biotechnology to hasten its realization. Such an agriculture would reduce soil
degradation and loss through erosion, and would, in his view, be ecologically
sustainable.

In theory, Jackson’s proposal sounds convincing. In practice, it may be difficult
to achieve. He estimates, for example, that it would take about 50 years to com-
plete the transition from an agriculture based on annuals to one based on
perennials. And, if we were successful, such a transition might buy Homo sapiens
another 10,000 years (“maybe”), and result in a carrying capacity of about 2 bil-
lion people (one-third of the 2004 world population and two-ninths of the
population anticipated within fifty years (Jackson, 2004; Lavigne, 2004a).

In my opinion, Jackson’s vision will be difficult to sell. It will be opposed by
traditional agriculture, including seed suppliers, and fertilizer and pesticide pro-
ducers; organic farmers; the producers of annual GM crops; and their existing
(and well established) lobbies. It will also be resisted by politicians with their
short time horizons (4 to 5 years in western democracies) (Lavigne, 2004a).

Wes Jackson argues that we can make agriculture

sustainable only by applying ecological principles. We

must reverse the accident of history and develop an

agriculture based on perennials and dependent solely on

contemporary sunlight (as opposed to fossil fuels). It

might even use agricultural biotechnology to hasten its

realization. Such an agriculture would reduce soil

degradation and loss through erosion, and would be

ecologically sustainable.
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A WAY FORWARD

There is, however, a way forward. First and foremost, we need to identify the real
problems. In the case of feeding the world’s hungry, we must decide whether the
real problem is a food shortage or a distribution/affordability issue. Once the real
problem has been identified, we must then work toward developing solutions
that actually deal with it. For example, we currently have a global over-fishing
problem. One question today is whether we need to cull marine mammals (in-
cluding whales) because they are draining the oceans of fish (Tamura and Ohsumi,
1999; Lavigne, 2003) or do we work to make fishing an ecologically sustainable
activity?

We also have problems with overexploited wildlife populations and an increas-
ing number of endangered species. Do we provide increased protection for
endangered species with a view to halting their decline and promoting their re-
covery, or do we promote their commercial consumptive use and free trade in
order to “save” them (Child and Child, 1990; Baskin, 1994; SASUSG, 1996; Lavigne,
2004b; Lavigne et al., 1999)?

In the case of the human food crisis, do we work to solve the distribution prob-
lems, or do we recommend the development of GM foods, recognizing—among
other things—that the delivery of GM technology is plagued by the same distri-
bution and affordability issues as the delivery of food. Similarly, where we have
problems of economic disparity and social inequity, do we consider implement-
ing real debt-reduction schemes, or do we simply maintain the status quo?

Lavigne

If society wants to find solutions to real problems, the answers to the above
questions should be self-evident. But more can be done if we really want to change
the unsustainable practices of the last 10,000 years. One suggestion that has been
made frequently over the past 50 years is the need for a new conservation ethic.
This idea was central to Aldo Leopold’s (1949) Land Ethic, in which he argued
that we must adopt a more ecological and eco-centric approach to our dealings
with the rest of nature. In other words, we must recognize that humans are part of
nature, not outside of it. Generally, we must increasingly incorporate ethics into
science and technology (e.g. Lynn, 2004). We must also recognize and accept that
nature has intrinsic and other values and, to paraphrase Eugene Odum (1971),
that money is not the common currency of ecosystems (Lavigne, 2004b). In addi-
tion, we must reduce (rather than promote) human population growth; get
treatment for our addiction to consumerism (e.g. Gore, 1992); and adopt truly
precautionary approaches to conservation (Lavigne, 2004b).

We must recognize that humans are part of nature, not

outside of it. Generally, we must increasingly incorporate

ethics into science and technology.
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We should also abandon the idea of sustainable development, including the
simple-minded, three-legged stool model that depicts sustainability as being
perched on legs of environment, economy and social equity (for a discussion, see
Dawe and Ryan, 2003). In such a model, economic considerations always take
priority over environmental (and, indeed, social) concerns. Yet, the reality is that
we cannot have a healthy economy or ever hope to enhance social equity unless
we have—first and foremost—a sustainable environment (Dawe and Ryan, 2003).

Conservation in the twenty-first century must also recognize that different re-
gions of the world have different values, objectives and needs (Menon and Lavigne,
2004). Conservation, therefore, must become “a more elastic concept, stretching
to meet the distinct social contexts, cultural matrices, and political environments
in which it must function” (Miller, 2001). The latter, of course, is the antithesis of
globalization, the path down which the world community currently gallops.

And, in keeping with the theme of NABC 16, Finding Common International
Goals, we must, as Gifford Pinchot—arguably the father of the modern conserva-
tion movement—said over 50 years ago, “see to it that the rights of people to
govern themselves shall not be controlled by great monopolies through their power
over natural resources” (Pinchot, 1945, cited in Miller, 2001).

REASONS FOR PESSIMISM

While there does seem to be a way forward, the fact remains that there are a
number of reasons for doubting that much progress will be made in finding solu-
tions to our global problems and, in particular, in reducing the size of the
agricultural eco-footprint. These reasons relate to our evolutionary legacy: the
nature of individual human animals, and—not unrelated—our group behavior in
social situations.

Our Evolutionary Legacy as Darwinian Animals
The first reason for doubt lies in our evolutionary legacy. We are good Darwinian
animals concerned primarily with selfish, self-interest. Altruistic behavior required
to solve many of our global problems does not come easily to Darwinian animals
(Lavigne 2002).

In addition, all life forms seem to practice deception in one form or another. In
the case of human beings, however, we appear to have elevated the art to include
self-deception. Indeed, we seem to have evolved what some academics call “Ma-
chiavellian intelligence” (Whiten and Byrne, 1997). One of the unfortunate
consequences of Machiavellian intelligence, especially in the present context, is
that we have “considerable capacity for self-delusion when the truth is unpalat-
able” (Gaskin, 1982).

Let me give one example where self-delusion plays a role in the current situa-
tion. As a species, we have difficulty coming to grips with our individual mortality.
Rather than confront our limited life spans, most human societies have developed
as myths to get around the issue. These myths take a variety of forms, but almost
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invariably involve a “life-after-death.” How can a species in which individuals
deny their own mortality even begin to contemplate the death (i.e., extinction) of
our entire species (Orr, 2002)? Personally, I don’t think we can. But even if we
could, it is unlikely that we will. The possibility of our extinction—well, actually,
its inevitability—is simply too far down the road, i.e. beyond our own lifetimes
and those of our children and grandchildren, to disturb us very deeply or keep
our attention for very long.

The Behavior of Humans in Groups
According to Whiten and Byrne (1997), “The evolution of [human] intellect [in-
cluding Machiavellian intelligence] was primarily driven by selection for
manipulative, social expertise within groups, where the most challenging prob-
lem faced by individuals was dealing with their companions.” It is not surprising,
therefore, that further evidence of deception and self-deception becomes evident
when one examines even superficially the behavior of humans in groups. I dis-
cuss two examples below: the behavior of governments and corporations, the two
most powerful institutions in the modern world.

Let’s begin with governments and examine the practice of politics. Politics is
“bloodless conflict among individuals, groups, and nations…among alternative
values, or…competing visions of what is ‘good’ ” (Donovan et al., 1981). Politics
is also “the father of lies. In political arenas…the participants will distort the
advantages of their positions and the disadvantages of their opponents.” Fair
enough, but “they will [also] shade the truth—first for their audiences; then in
many cases, for themselves” (Donovan et al., 1981). As noted previously (Lavigne
2002), shading the truth for their audiences is deception; Byrne and Whiten (1997)
would call it “tactical deception.” Shading the truth “for themselves” requires
self-deception.

Of course, this sort of behavior is to be expected. Machiavelli (1469–1527)
long ago described the need for such deceptive behavior among political leaders
in his classic work The Prince (see Bull, 1961). But what perhaps is less well
understood are the consequences that often emerge from such group behavior.

The late historian, Barbara Tuchman (1984), for example, described a “phe-
nomenon… noticeable throughout history: the pursuit by governments of policies
contrary to…the self-interest of the constituency or state involved.” She termed
this phenomenon “wooden-headedness,” which, she wrote, “plays a large role in
government…acting according to wish while not allowing oneself to be deflected
by facts.” I expect that the pursuit of continued economic growth, sustainable
development, and an unsustainable agriculture in a finite world, will one day be
recognized as examples of twenty-first century wooden-headedness.

Now let’s turn to modern corporations. Like governments, corporations are
made up of human beings and so provide another opportunity to examine human
group behavior (Achbar et al., 2003; Bakan, 2004). Corporations, like individu-
als, are characterized primarily by selfish self-interest. They are concerned, first

Lavigne
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and foremost with their shareholders and with profit-maximization. The bottom
line is more important than the public interest. Generally, they exhibit no moral
conscience (as a number of high profile recent events attest). Indeed, if corpora-
tions were people, their behavior would be seen to exhibit all the traits of a
prototypical “psychopath” (Achbar et al., 2003; Anon., 2004; Bakan, 2004). The
analogy is not as stretched as it might seem at first glance. Through an accident of
history, corporations—in the United States at least—have the same rights and
legal standing as individual citizens (Bakan, 2004). In a remarkably constructive
review of the Achbar et al. film, The Economist’s parting shot was that the “infi-
nitely more powerful…modern state has the capacity to behave…as a more
dangerous psychopath than any corporation can ever hope to become” (Anon.,
2004).

Maybe so, but either way, when you put a number of selfish, self-interested
individual Darwinian human beings into a group (e.g., have them form a govern-
ment, or work together in a bureaucracy or a corporation) something that appears
quite un-Darwinian typically emerges: decisions that ultimately act against (rather
than promote) the collective self-interest of the group.

WHEN WILL THINGS CHANGE?
It seems unlikely that we humans will overcome our self-delusional tendencies
and come to grips with the reality that our ecological footprint (including our
agricultural eco-footprint) exceeds the capacity of the planet to support us.

The world’s dominant institutions—governments and multi- and trans-national
corporations—continue their blind pursuit of increasing economic growth and
increased profits. Today, it is difficult to imagine how individuals and nongovern-
mental organizations who recognize the folly in such policies can really do anything
to change the course of history. But, as several authors have noted recently, they
probably can, if only they have the will to do so. While governments and corpora-
tions may represent the two most powerful institutions in the world today, there
is a third potential power broker: people.

Indeed, modern society can be viewed as having three realms: the economic,
the political and the cultural (Perlas, 2000). On the world stage, the economic
realm is the purview of international corporations and three major international
organizations concerned with development: the International Monetary Fund,
the World Bank—both established by the West following World War II—and the
World Trade Organization, which emerged out of the General Agreement on Tar-
iffs and Trade (GATT) in the mid-1990s (Parrish 1999). Governments, of course,
dominate in the political realm. That leaves the cultural realm and it is occu-
pied—in Perlas’s scheme—by civil society, which comprises individual human
beings [for independent but apparently complementary views on this topic, also
see Dowie’s (1995) discussion of the “fourth wave” of the environmental move-
ment—grassroots activists—and Chomsky’s (2003) comments about public
opinion, which he terms the “second superpower”].
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While it is obvious that corporations and governments currently have the power
and are in control of the world situation, individual human beings also have power,
should they choose (or be allowed) to exercise it. In democratic societies, at least,
they have power in the political realm because they cast the votes that elect the
politicians. Governments (not to mention political parties and individual politi-
cians) really have only one overriding goal and that is to be elected (or re-elected).
Consequently, they are reactive—as opposed to being proactive—which explains
why they spend so much of the people’s money monitoring public opinion. Al
Gore put it as succinctly as anyone, before he became the Vice President of the
United States. “When enough people insist upon change to embolden the politi-
cians to break away from the short-term perspective,” Gore predicted that “the
political system will fall over itself to respond to this just demand that we save the
environment for future generations” (cited in Lavigne, 1992).

Corporations are just as vulnerable as governments to public pressure, but in
the economic realm consumer behavior in the marketplace counts rather than
votes. If no one buys their products, they lose their market-share, their profits
drop and their shareholders get anxious. Eventually, they respond in predictable
and understandable ways and bow to public pressure.

A recent and relevant example of how this works may be seen in Monsanto’s
decision to delay further development of Roundup Ready® wheat (Monsanto,
2004). News stories, columns and op-ed pieces (e.g. McCallum, 2004; O. Rob-
erts, 2004; Scoffield, 2004) tell us that it was a “calculated business decision”
influenced by “public opinion.” In this particular instance, public opinion was
shaped—in large part—by the Canadian Wheat Board, grower and consumer re-
sistance, and by international political pressure from places like Europe and Japan.
At the end of the day, the decision was made because of poor market conditions
now and in the foreseeable future.
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There are increasing numbers of examples where the power of global civil soci-
ety (or public opinion) has shaped events on local, regional and global scales.
Examples include the civil rights and women’s movements of the 1960s (Chomsky
2003), and the environmental movement during its heyday of the 1960s to 1980s
(Dowie, 1995). A more recent example was the derailment of the Multilateral
Agreement on Investment (MAI), perhaps one of the first examples where the
power of the people was mounted using the Internet (e.g. Shah, 2000, 2003).

There are increasing numbers of examples where the

power of global civil society (or public opinion) has

shaped events on local, regional and global scales.
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Noam Chomsky recently wrote, “One can discern two trajectories in current
history: one aiming toward hegemony [i.e. power], acting rationally within a lu-
natic doctrinal framework as it threatens survival; the other dedicated to the belief
that ‘another world is possible’” (Chomsky, 2003). My parting question is whether
society will remain uninvolved, complacent and silent [remember Richard Nixon’s
(1969)“silent majority”?], and accept the “lunatic doctrinal framework” that cur-
rently threatens human survival. Or will it say enough is enough, and demand
change, in the belief that “another world” really is still “possible”?

Either way, it will provide another test of Suroweicki’s (2004) hypothesis about
the “Wisdom of Crowds.” He argues that “large groups of people (and here, I’m
thinking of Perlas’s civil society) are smarter than an elite few (governments and
corporations)—no matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering
innovation, coming to wise decisions, even predicting the future.” My earlier ob-
servations about the emergent behavior of humans in groups notwithstanding,
we can only hope he is right.
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